
How Does VMware P2V Assistant Work?
P2V Assistant performs the substitutions needed to transform an 
image of a physical system into a virtual machine.  P2V Assistant’s 
easy-to-use GUI wizard takes users through the following steps:

• Creating an image of the physical machine by using built-in 
imaging or images from supported 3rd party imaging tools

• Performing all necessary disk controller and driver substitutions so 
the virtual machine can be booted

• Recommending any additional configuration modifications 
needed to complete the physical to virtual transformation

How Is VMware P2V Assistant Used in the Enterprise
VMware P2V Assistant helps organizations to take advantage of the 
flexibility, cost savings, and streamlined management that VMware 
virtualization brings. 

Using P2V Assistant enables customers to rapidly realize the 
benefits of solutions that leverage the capabilities of VMware 
virtualization:

• Server consolidation:  With VMware P2V Assistant existing 
systems can be transformed into virtual machines that can be 
easily consolidated onto fewer physical servers.   Through consoli-
dation organizations have reduced costs associated with hardware, 
operations, and datacenter infrastructure.

• Efficient testing and debugging:  VMware P2V Assistant can 
capture images of production systems into virtual machines that 
can be used for testing and troubleshooting in a consolidated 

“sandbox” environment. Enterprises can minimize disruptions to 
production servers by troubleshooting problems and testing 
changes in this exact replica of the production environment. 

• Backup and disaster recovery:  With VMware P2V Assistant users 
can take images of production systems and convert them into 
virtual machines that can be activated in the event of a disaster to 
minimize service disruption. 

• Simplify migration to newer hardware:  P2V Assistant creates 
hardware-independent virtual machines, making it possible to 
migrate legacy applications to new hardware without requiring 
rebuilding, porting, or reconfiguration.

a t  a  g l a n c e

VMware® P2V Assistant is a customer-proven, enter-
prise-class migration tool that provides fast and reliable 
physical to virtual machine migration for a wide variety 
of Microsoft® Windows® operating systems.  With P2V 
Assistant organizations can transform images of existing 
physical systems into VMware virtual machines without 
the need to re-install software or to re-configure complex 
application environments.

b e n e f i t s

• An automated solution for fast, reliable physical to 
virtual machine migration

• A market-proven and mature technology supported by 
consulting services and authorized partners

• Ease of use validated by thousands of customer deploy-
ments

• Full compatibility with VMware’s best-in-class 
virtualization products

• Support for a wide range of Windows® platforms, from 
Windows NT 4 to Windows Server 2003

The VMware P2V Assistant GUI guides users through the migration of  a physical 
system to a virtual machine.

VMware P2V assistant
Utility for physical-to-virtual machine migration
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V M WA R E  P 2 V  A S S I S TA N T    P R O D U C T  D ATA S H E E T

• Ease of Use

  »  Wizard-based interface for ease of use

  »  Simple conversion process that migrates 
existing applications complete with 
configurations and data across heteroge-
neous hardware and Windows systems 

  »  Ability to proactively readjust disk sizes, 
types and partitions to maximize utiliza-
tion of storage resources

  »  Automated post-conversion virtual ma-
chine configuration tips

  »  Ability to initiate the P2V process from a 
backup or system clone to minimize sys-
tem downtime

  »  Support for use of built-in or third party 
imaging technologies to create a virtual 

machine clone of a physical system

• Support for a variety of Windows 
systems

 »  Support for Windows platforms including 
Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows 
2003, and Windows XP

 »  Support for SMP systems

• Support for a wide range of VMware 
platforms

 »  ESX Server™ 2.x and 3.x 

 »  GSX Server™ 3.x

 »  VMware Server™ 1.x

 »  VMware Workstation 4.5 and 5.x

Product Specifications and System 
Requirements
For detailed product specifications and 
system requirements, go to http://www.
vmware.com/support/pubs/p2v_pubs.html.

 
“Without VMware, migrating our applications would 

have taken months to years because we’d have to 
rewrite everything. With VMware, it took only hours, and 
our systems and configurations were preserved as-is.  
The P2V Assistant really makes life so much easier.” 

Suraj Dalal 

Senior Systems Engineer, Guardian Life


